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Abstract— Grasping unknown objects has been an active re-
search topic for decades. Approaches range from using various
sensors (e.g. vision, tactile) to gain information about the object,
to building passively compliant hands that react appropriately
to contacts. In this paper, we focus on grasping unknown objects
using proprioception (the combination of joint position and
torque sensing). Our hypothesis is that proprioception alone
can be the basis for versatile performance, including multiple
types of grasps for objects with multiple shapes and sizes,
and transitions between grasps. Using a series-elastic-actuated
gripper, we propose a method for performing stable fingertip
grasps for unknown objects with unknown contacts, formulated
as multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) control. We also show that
the proprioceptive gripper can perform enveloping grasps, as
well as the transition from fingertip grasps to enveloping grasps.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proprioception, or the ability to perceive the relative
positioning of neighboring body parts as well as the muscle
effort deployed to produce it, is a fundamental human
sense. Together with vision and tactile sensing, it plays a
unique and important role in human hand perception [1].
For robotic manipulation, proprioception is translated as the
combination of joint position and torque sensing (assuming
a hand comprised exclusively of revolute joints).
Compared to vision and tactile sensing, both of which have
been studied extensively in the context of manipulation, we
believe that grasping with proprioception is still an important
area to advance. On one hand, vision and tactile sensing
have intrinsic limitations, such as occlusion for vision and
hardware complexity for tactile sensing. On the other hand,
when all these senses are available, they can still complement
each other. Demonstrating manipulation capabilities based
exclusively on proprioception becomes a useful exercise:
we believe the more a hand can do with only one sensing
modality, the more versatile it will be when multi-modal
sensory information gets integrated.
As we show here, proprioception is promising in providing
the hand with the ability to adapt to the previously unknown
shape of the object, and to execute stable grasps. We note that
there are multiple ways for hands to adapt to an object: while
fully-actuated hands use sensor information (such as propri-
oception here) to perform active adaptation, underactuated
hands are good examples of passive adaptation without the
use of sensing. However, the former have the advantage of
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versatility: proprioceptive grippers can provide compliance
similar to passive mechanisms, but can also change behavior
at runtime and selectively execute different types of grasps.
Of course, the price paid for the additional versatility is the
increased complexity of the sensory setup.
In this study, we explore the problem of grasping using
only proprioceptive feedback, without any contact informa-
tion or knowledge of object pose and properties. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to show that a robot
hand can perform all the following tasks using proprioception
exclusively:
• execution of fingertip grasps for unknown objects;
• execution of enveloping grasps for unknown objects;
• on-demand transitions between fingertip and enveloping
grasps.
Our main contributions are to provide methods for the tasks
above, and, in the process, demonstrate their effectiveness
by experiment. Our results indicate that the proprioceptive
gripper is more versatile in the range of fingertip grasps it
can perform, compared to our two baselines: an emulated un-
deractuated gripper commanding fixed torques to the joints,
as well as a physically constructed underactuated gripper.
In addition, our gripper also displays the ability to execute
enveloping grasps and to transition to them from fingertip
grasps. Both examples of increased versatility were achieved
using proprioception as the only available sensing modality.
II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have been exploring real-time sensing and
control as an alternative to vision-based planning in manip-
ulation. Assuming object information is available, model-
based controllers can perform grasping or in-hand manip-
ulation. For example, Yoshikawa et al. presented studies
(e.g. [2]) on hybrid force-position control for manipulation.
Arimoto et al. [3] derived the dynamics of a dual-finger
gripper and proposed a controller which can regulate the
object position and orientation. Caccavale et al. [4] proposed
an impedance controller to keep track of desired object tra-
jectory and ensure the grasp quality simultaneously. Unlike
our approach, these methods require complete information
of the hand-object system.
When the models of the objects are not available, re-
searchers either relied on assumption about the contacts,
or used sensor-based techniques for grasping. For example,
Schneider and Cannon [5] studied object impedance control
using multiple manipulators. Arimoto et al. [6] and Yoshida
et al. [7] studied “blind grasping” using two fingertips.
However, these studies assume the contacts only happen at
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Fig. 1. SEA module.
the end points or the end hemispheres of the fingertips. Wang
et al. [8] proposed a controller that can search appropriate
finger contact locations using haptic feedback and can switch
between control modes for different surfaces. Platt et al. [9]
presented a study on changing the contact configuration by
following the gradient of grasping objective functions using
six-axis loadcell data. Hsiao et al. [10] proposed a contact-
reactive method using tactile sensing to deal with uncertainty.
However, these methods require contact sensing methods,
such as tactile sensors or in-finger load cells. In contrast,
our approach does not make any assumptions about contact
location or state, and does not require tactile sensing data.
Torque measurement is often used for grasp control.
Researchers have developed several robotic hands with force
or torque sensing. For example, the Robonaut Hand [11] and
the DLR Hand II [12] have strain gauges or force-torque
sensors embedded in their fingers. The hand of the DOMO
robot [13] and the hand of the Obrero robotic platform [14]
make use of the Series Elastic Actuators (SEA), which are a
type of actuators with elastic components in series with the
motor to sense the torque [15]. Furthermore, the DLR Hand-
Arm System [16] incorporates the Variable Impedance Actu-
ators, which are SEAs whose spring stiffnesses are actively
controlled. These hardware designs offer high performance,
but at the cost of high complexity and large overall packages.
As an alternative, researchers have developed underac-
tuated hands that do not require sophisticated sensing and
control, and this types of hands are good baselines to
compare against. Underactuated hands can adapt to the object
and make a grasp by the virtue of carefully-designed torque
ratios between joints. The Harvard Hand [17], iHY Hand
[18], Robotiq Hand [19], and Velo Gripper [20] are good
examples in this category. However, even though underactu-
ation simplifies control, it generally does not provide as much
dexterity as full actuation. Many of the hands above can
only perform certain types of grasps, or lack the flexibility
to choose the configuration after making the grasp.
III. HARDWARE PLATFORM
While joint position sensing is ubiquitous for fully-
actuated robot hands, torque sensing and control is not com-
mon in commercially available manipulators. This compelled
us to design our own hardware testbed. We implemented
torque sensing and control with Series Elastic Actuators
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Fig. 2. Schematics of the gripper.
(SEA), a method known for high-fidelity torque control,
shock protection, and human-safety [15].
1) SEA Module: Similar to the design from Ates et al.
[21], we developed a simple and compact SEA module
(Fig. 1). A position-driven servo (gray) is used as the driving
motor, which receives position commands and returns the
current position (measured by the built-in potentiometer),
i.e., θmotor can be measured. A torsion spring (orange) is
used as the elastic component, connecting the motor shaft
(purple) and the pulley shaft (blue). A Spectra cable is tied
on the pulley to transmit the force to the finger joint. An
absolute magnetic encoder (in green) is mounted on the end
of the pulley shaft to measure θpulley. In steady-state, the
force in the tendon can be calculated as the product of spring
stiffness and deflection divided by pulley radius:
Ftendon = Kspring · (θpulley − θmotor)/Rpulley (1)
2) Gripper Design: The gripper consists of two fingers
and each finger has two links, shown in Fig. 2. In each joint,
flexion is powered by the tendon (shown as colored dash lines
in Fig. 2) connected to the SEA pulley, and the extension is
driven by a restoring spring. The tendon connected to the
distal joint (the red dash line) goes right through the axis of
the proximal joint so that the torques of proximal and distal
joints are fully decoupled.
3) SEA-level Control: There are three SEA-level control
modes: motor position control, pulley position control and
torque control, and they can be switched online. We note
that we built joint-level or hand-level controllers on top of
these SEA-level controllers. For example, joint position and
torque control can be achieved by SEA pulley position and
torque control with a simple linear conversion.
IV. FINGERTIP GRASPING
Fingertip grasps commonly refer to grasps where only the
most distal links of each finger make contact with the object.
We note that it does not necessarily mean the contacts are
located in the very end of the fingers, so contact locations
are still unknown. This type of grasp is important not only
for precision tasks, but also for cases where a more stable
enveloping grasp is not immediately available because of the
environment (an object laying on a table, against a backdrop,
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Fig. 4. Problem illustration.
etc.). In this section, we introduce a control algorithm which
can perform stable fingertip grasps for unknown objects.
A. Problem Statement
The objective of our algorithm is to increase the torques
applied at the joints (and implicitly the contact forces) in a
“stable” fashion after making initial contacts. In other words,
we need to find an increase in joint torques that produces no
net wrench on the object. For a hand with multi-link fingers,
this is not straightforward given that the joint torques need to
be coordinated in the absence of information on object shape
and contact locations. It is necessary to note that we are not
solving contact planning problem, and we wish to develop
reactive control strategies that do not require pre-planning.
Our insight is that proprioception alone can characterize
grasp stability. For an SEA-powered proprioceptive gripper,
an unbalanced net wrench will produce object movement
against the compliant elements, which we can measure.
Therefore, we formulate the goal of grasp stability as the
one of minimizing object movement while applying forces.
Since we do not have a direct measure of object movement
in Cartesian coordinates by using only proprioception, we
use the change of joint position in joint space (measured by
SEA) during grasping as a proxy for object movement.
For intuition, consider the analogies shown in Fig. 4:
Figure (a) shows a (simplified) scenario in which the motors
(red dots) are driving the torsion springs, and the springs are
pushing the fingers (blue dots) to make a grasp (gray dots).
(b) shows a simpler one-dimensional abstraction using linear
springs, with similar color-coding as in (a). Here, we actively
control the positions xm1 and xm2 (which translate to motor
positions θmotor on the real gripper) to apply forces, and
measure xj1 and xj2 (which translate to pulley positions
θpulley linearly mapped to joint positions). We aim to keep
xj1 and xj2 constant as we squeeze.
B. MIMO Grasping Controller
Our key insight is that the problem of grasping unknown
objects can be solved even in the absence of contact in-
formation, by using proprioception as inputs for a multi-
input-multi-output (MIMO) proportional-integral (PI) con-
trol. Without knowledge of object geometry, contact loca-
tions and contact states, it is impossible to fully model
the dynamic system analytically. However, a proprioceptive
platform still provides sensory access to the variables that
characterize the grasp stability, and the PI control framework
provides ways to regulate these variables even though the
analytical relationship is not constructed . We thus aim to
use a feedback scheme operating exclusively in the sensory
space of the robot, without explicitly modeling the physics
of the gripper and the object.
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the MIMO control
loop. Here, the controller is constructed on top of the low-
level sensing, so we consider the joint angles and torques
are already obtained from SEA measurements. The reference
vector u consists of desired joint angle values (θp1des, θ
d1
des,
θp2des, θ
d2
des, where the superscripts p represent proximal and d
represent distal joints) and reference joint torques (τp1des, τ
d1
des,
τp2des, τ
d2
des ). The feedback vector y has the same structure,
but contains actual measured measured values. The desired
joint angles (first half of the reference vector u) are extracted
by a feedforward matrix F and used as a feedforward term.
The error between the reference u and feedback y is fed
into a MIMO PI block (a combination of many P and PI
controllers) which is a 4 × 8 matrix. The output of the PI
block and the feedforward term are summed up as motor
position command c (a 4×1 vector) and sent to the motors:
c(t) = Fu(t) +Kpe(t) +Ki
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ (2)
Here, F =
[
I4×4 O4×4
]
is the feedforward matrix, Kp
(4 × 8 matrix with all entries being non-zero) and Ki =[
K4×4 O4×4
]
(where K is a matrix with all entries being
non-zero) are proportional and integral gain matrices, and e
is the 8 × 1 error vector between y and u. After that, the
actual motor position vector d goes to the black-box system
of the gripper and the unknown object.
In the reference vector u, the desired joint angle values
(θp1des, θ
d1
des, θ
p2
des, θ
d2
des) are equal to those in the initial touch
configuration, while the reference torques (τp1des, τ
d1
des, τ
p2
des,
τd2des ) are chosen using the maximum motor torques. A
special design of this controller is that we require the joint
angles to be regulated exactly to the set points, but do not
require the torques to be so. We allow and make use of the
steady-state error of pure proportional control (we note that
entries in the right half of the integral gain Ki are set to be
zeros). In this way, the reference torques do not need to be
a legal set of torques that result in equilibrium — actually,
we are not able to design such a legal set of torques due to
the absence of contact or object information. We let the law
of dynamics decide the steady-state values for torques, and
let the system balance itself automatically. The effectiveness
of increasing joint torques is shown in section VI.
From a practical standpoint, the tuning process of the
MIMO PI controller is not as complicated as it would seem
based on the number of parameters. First, due to gripper
symmetry, the number of parameters is cut by half. Second,
we formulate every gain as a product of a baseline value
(bi in (3)(4) ) and a weight coefficient (wi in (3)(4) ). The
baseline values are set to be the same if the input entries
corresponding to those gains have same physical dimen-
sionality, and the weight coefficients are tuned based on its
relative importance. Third, conventional tuning heuristics for
the gains of single-input-single-output systems also apply
here. The structures of the gain matrices are as follows:
Kp =
[
w1b1 w2b2 w2b1 w2b2 w3b3 w4b4 w4b3 w4b4
w2b1 w1b2 w2b1 w2b2 w4b3 w3b4 w4b3 w4b4
w2b1 w2b2 w1b1 w2b2 w4b3 w4b4 w3b3 w4b4
w2b1 w2b2 w2b1 w1b2 w4b3 w4b4 w4b3 w3b4
]
(3)
Ki =
[
w1b5 w2b6 w2b5 w2b6 0 0 0 0
w2b5 w1b6 w2b5 w2b6 0 0 0 0
w2b5 w2b6 w1b5 w2b6 0 0 0 0
w2b5 w2b6 w2b5 w1b6 0 0 0 0
]
(4)
We pick b1 = 0.2, b2 = 0.5, b3 = 4.0, b4 = 8.0, b5 = 1.0,
b6 = 1.0, w1 = 1.0, w2 = 0.3, w3 = 1.0, w4 = 0.5 for our
hardware.
V. ENVELOPING GRASPING AND TRANSITIONS
An enveloping grasp is the one where both distal and
proximal links make contact with the object around its cir-
cumference. This type of grasp is generally considered more
stable than a fingertip grasp because it can resist disturbances
in a wider range of directions. The inability to envelop is also
one of the main shortcomings of simple parallel grippers. In
contrast, some of the more recent underactuated hands are
optimized explicitly for effective enveloping grasps of a wide
range of objects (e.g. [20]).
When using our proprioceptive gripper, we found that
stable enveloping grasps for unknown objects are easier to
obtain than fingertip grasps. The mechanism is generally
fully constrained and all the links are counterbalancing each
other. A simple joint torque control scheme, or the MIMO
Grasping Controller, can fulfill this task.
A very important ability of this gripper, further underlining
its versatility, is to transition between grasp types when
holding unknown objects. After executing a stable fingertip
grasp (using the MIMO Grasping Controller), the gripper can
switch to joint torque control with the torque ratio (between
distal and proximal joints) being 0.5 to 1.0, thus bringing
the object into the hand and creating an enveloping grasp.
We illustrate this behavior with several experiments in the
following section.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the merits of the
proprioception-enabled gripper by several experiments. We
validated its capability of performing fingertip grasps, en-
veloping grasps, and the transition from the former to the
latter. We note that in this study we only consider a two-
dimensional scenario, in which the objects are confined to
move only in the plane of the fingers.
A. Fingertip Grasp
The goal of this experiment is to test the hypothesis
that the MIMO Grasping Controller is effective in fingertip
grasping for unknown objects. We compare against two
baselines: a (fully-actuated) gripper running a Fixed Torque
Ratio Controller, and a physical underactuated gripper.
The Fixed Torque Ratio Controller, where the torques
applied to proximal and distal joints always follow a certain
ratio, can be thought of as an emulation of a common type
of underactuated grippers (tendon-pulley-driven, without spe-
cial designs such as stoppers or clutches). When this kind
of grippers make grasps, the configuration-dependent torques
from the extension springs can be ignored, as they are usually
much smaller than the flexing torques from the tendons.
Therefore, the net joint torques in proximal and distal joint
have a configuration-independent and design-time-fixed ratio,
which is the ratio between the joint pulley radii.
Furthermore, we understand that this emulation is sub-
ject to limited control bandwidth and may have unrealistic
behavior compared to its physical counterpart. Thus, we
also built a physically underactuated gripper testbed for
comparison. This testbed has same specs as the fully-actuated
proprioceptive gripper, except that the proximal and distal
joints are driven by a single tendon wrapping around the
joint pulleys. In this design, we can alter the torque ratio by
physically changing the pulleys between experiments. We
perform torque control for proximal joints in our experi-
ments, thus the torques on the distal joints are defined by
the physically determined ratios. However, in this setup, we
lose the ability to measure joint positions by SEA readings
because, in underactuated mechanisms, joint positions are
determined not only by actuator positions but also by contact
forces which here are unknown.
1) Experiment Protocol: Our experiment proceeds as fol-
lows. We execute the grasping in two phases. In the first
phase (approaching and touching), the fingers are set in
torque control mode with very low reference torques so
that they stop when they touch the object. In the second
phase(squeezing), the gripper executes the MIMO Grasping
Fig. 5. Object sizes, object locations and initial touch poses.
(a) Resting pose (b) Initial touch (c) Successful grasp
near initial pose
(d) Reaching
joint limits
(e) Changing to 
enveloping grasp
(e) Squeezing
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Fig. 6. Pose changes in different controllers.
Controller or the Fixed Torque Ratio Controller in the fully-
actuated testbed, or the joint torque control on proximal
joints in the underactuated testbed for comparison.
There are a lot of factors that may influence the perfor-
mance. To have a well-rounded comparison, we swept the
following dimensions:
• Controllers. The torque ratio is a key parameter for both
the Fixed Torque Ratio Controller, and the physically
underactuated gripper. We tested the MIMO Grasping
Controller against the other two baselines with three
different ratios between the distal and proximal joint:
0.3, 0.4 and 0.5.
• Objects. We selected four objects for the test: a big
cylinder (diameter: 67mm), a big box (side length:
57mm), a small cylinder (diameter: 47mm) and a small
box (side length: 39 mm). All objects have negligible
friction with the table.
• Object locations. We swept three locations along the
center line of the gripper within the range of fingertip
grasp: 100 mm, 120 mm and 140 mm from the palm.
• Initial touch poses. We tested three different distal joint
angles for the initial touch: 0, 30 and 60 degrees. We
note that we only include this dimension for MIMO
Grasping Controller and Fixed Torque Ratio Controller
test, and not for the physically underactuated hand
because the distal joint angles of initial touch cannot
be explicitly controlled in runtime.
• Friction coefficient. We tested the controllers with two
fingertip materials: rubber (high friction, µ = 1.2) and
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vinyl plastic (low friction, µ = 0.4).
To sum up, we swept all five dimensions and conducted
360 grasping experiments. Fig. 5 shows the three object
locations (shown as the crosshairs), three initial touch poses
(colored fingers), and the sizes of the objects relative to the
gripper (orange shapes).
2) Performance Metric:
• Success rate. The success rate is our primary perfor-
mance metric. We define a “success” if the gripper
finally settles down in equilibrium with the object in
hand after squeezing. This definition includes three
scenarios: (1) the gripper keeps the object in fingertips
near initial touch pose, without converting to enveloping
grasp or reaching joint limits, (2) the gripper holds the
object but reconfigures to an enveloping grasp, and (3)
the gripper keeps the object in fingertips but reaches
a mechanical joint limit (thus the joint torque ratio
changes). These cases are all considered successful but
still need to be distinguished. Case (1) is the most
desirable, while (2) and (3) mean the grasp is not
stable at initial pose and relies on reconfiguration to
be balanced.
• Gripper pose change. We believe it is also useful to
keep the object in the same pose as when first contact is
made. We thus use a secondary performance metric that
evaluates how much the object moves in the hand during
the squeezing process, with less movement considered
better. Without access to object pose in Cartesian space,
we measure this as the change in gripper pose between
initial touch and final grasp (Euclidian distance in four-
dimensional joint space). This metric is only calculated
and averaged for the successful cases. Besides, it is not
computed for physically underactuated gripper because
the joint angles during grasping are not accessible for
the reasons mentioned above.
3) Results: Fig. 6 shows the photos of some typical
scenarios in the experiments. (a) and (b) shows the resting
pose and the initial touch. (c) shows the successful grasp near
initial touch pose. The other images show cases in which
the object was kept in fingertip grasp but a joint limit was
reached (d), the grasp was transformed into an enveloping
one (e), and the object was squeezed out of the hand (f).
Fig. 7 shows that all controllers are effective in increasing
joint torques. The horizontal axis shows different controllers
(or grippers), the vertical axis is the magnitude of the four-
dimensional torque vector (τp1meas, τ
d1
meas, τ
p2
meas, τ
d2
meas)
which indicates how “strong” the grasp is, and bar colors
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Fig. 8. Experiment results of fingertip grasping compared to Fixed Torque Ratio Controller.
distinguish between initial touch and final grasp. We can see
that there is a significant increase in the torque magnitude,
and the torque levels in different cases are similar.
The results of the experiments comparing against Fixed
Torque Ratio Controller are visualized as multiple bar charts
in Fig. 8. In each plot, the bar colors show four different con-
trollers, the vertical axis is one of the performance metrics
and the horizontal axis represents another dimension which is
different in each plot (from (a) (f) to (d) (i): different objects,
object locations, initial poses, and friction coefficients). In
each bar in the first row showing the success rate, the pure-
color area, the dotted area, and the line-shaded area represent,
respectively, successful fingertip grasp without reaching joint
limit, successful grasps but converted to enveloping, as well
as successful fingertip grasp but joint angles reached limits.
Similarly, the results comparing against physically under-
actuated grippers are shown in Fig. 9. Here, the initial touch
pose dimension is not available, so there are three dimensions
(from (a) to (c): different objects, object locations, and
friction coefficients). Also, the pose change metric is not
available due to the absence of joint angle information. All
other plotting rules are the same as Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig. 8 (e)(j) and Fig. 9 (d), the overall
success rates are 91.67% for MIMO Grasping Controller,
72.22%, 76.39%, 66.67% for Fixed Torque Ratio Controller
with torque ratio of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, respectively, and 87.50%,
75.00%, 87.50% for physically underactuated gripper with
torque ratio of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, respectively. Even when the
overall success rates are close (for example, Fig. 9 (d)),
the types of the resulting grasps are significantly different.
Besides, the gripper pose change metric for the MIMO
controller is 9.96, compared to 41.55, 31.93, and 81.14
(degrees) respectively for the Fixed Torque Ratio controllers.
B. Enveloping Grasps and Transitions
We performed a second experiment to show that this
gripper can perform enveloping grasp with either MIMO
Grasping Controller or Fixed Torque Ratio Controller. We
tested on two objects (big cylinder and big box), two
object locations (60mm and 80mm from the palm), and two
controllers mentioned above. The success rate is 100%.
The last experiment is to show the performance of the
transition from fingertip grasp to enveloping grasp. We first
created fingertip grasps using the MIMO Grasping Con-
troller, and then switched to Fixed Torque Ratio Controller
with a ratio of 0.5. We tested on two objects (big cylinder
and big box), three object locations (100, 120 and 140mm),
three initial poses (0, 30 and 60 degrees) with the low friction
fingertips. We found the success rate was 83.33%.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Overall, the results of the previous section support our hy-
potheses: the proprioceptive gripper running MIMO Grasp-
ing Controller is effective at executing stable fingertip grasps
in a variety of situations and outperforms the baselines.
Furthermore, the proprioceptive gripper exhibits versatility
in being able to perform multiple types of grasps and also
to transition between them on-demand.
Based on Fig. 8 and 9, the MIMO Grasping Controller
outperforms the baselines in fingertip grasping, and usually
succeeds without transforming to an enveloping grasp or
reaching joint limits. In contrast, the emulated and physical
underactuated gripper often transform to an enveloping grasp
or reach joint limits, thus relying on gripper reconfiguration.
The second row of Fig. 8 ((f) to (j)) gives similar intuition:
for the Fixed Torque Ratio Controller, most cases have
a large pose change. While the end-result is stable, it is
different from the originally intended grasp. This might be
unimportant or detrimental depending on the application.
It is also interesting to notice that, in different conditions,
the optimal torque ratio for the emulated or physical under-
actuated gripper is different. We take this to mean that there
is no one clearly preferable pre-set torque ratio, which could
be physically implemented in a mechanical design, in order
to obtain ideal performance in all these cases. In contrast,
the proprioception-enabled gripper has the flexibility to alter
torques at run-time.
Looking at how specific variables affect performance we
can gain additional insights. From Fig. 8 and 9 (a) and (b)
we can see that the success rates for Fixed Torque Ratio
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Fig. 9. Experiment results of fingertip grasping compared to physically underactuated gripper.
Controller are low if the objects are small and close to the
palm. This is because the emulated or physical underactuated
gripper tends to transform the initial unstable fingertip grasps
to enveloping when contacts are close to distal joints, but
cannot cage the object if it is small because the distal
links are fighting against each other — a common issue
for underactuated grippers. In contrast, the MIMO Grasping
Controller does not suffer from this because it does not
perform the conversion.
In the transitioning experiment, the high success rate
shows the proprioceptive gripper can indeed perform the
conversion between grasp types on-demand. Though under-
actuated grippers also occasionally perform such transitions,
they occur unintentionally and without giving the user an
option to select the desired type of grasp.
It is important to also highlight the limitations of this
study. Due to high dimensionality of the brute-force sweep
in our experiment, we cannot afford to cover a larger range
with a finer resolution for each dimension. In particular,
we are unable to explore more possibilities for physically
implemented torque ratios. The evaluation of the controller
is primarily experimental and would benefit from additional
stability analysis, carried out for example for representative
cases and grasps.
Overall, we claim that proprioceptive manipulators, using
active sensing and control such as the MIMO Grasping
Controller, represent a promising way towards more versa-
tile grasping and manipulation for unknown objects. Future
work will include the extension of the operation to three-
dimensional cases, optimization / learning of the control
gains, and the inclusion of hand position to our set of actively
controlled variables. We are aiming to further explore these
possibilities.
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